### Quiz: How ready for summer are you?

The first thing you’re planning on doing after finishing your last assignment is:

a) Pour yourself a stiff drink  
b) Catch up on email  
c) Change into your swimsuit

You know what? F*ck it, we’re all ready for summer.

### Reflections on Reading Period

- I actually require a remarkably little amount of sleep  
- Doesn’t mean I function well on it, though  
- I don’t know grammar (e.g., the passive voice eludes me)  
- Insanity is doing the same thing and expecting different results  
- Nothing tastes as good as procrastinating feels  
- Pizza blast is a way better term for a pizza party than pizza party  
- We’ll miss Dean Pfister next year more than he could ever know  
- My body odor becomes pretty unacceptable after even one day without a shower

### How to be a Pro at Senior Sales

*Your inbox has been flooded with desperate sales notifications. Here’s how to make the most of senior sales season.*

**Senior sale items to avoid:**

- “This couch has only been ‘used’ twice”  
- Bed linens (see above)  
- Open makeup

**Senior sale items to snag:**

- Nothing, it’s all crap that you’re just going to try to sell next year in a never-ending ouroboros of unnecessary possessions

---

THANK YOU to our outgoing tutors: Jess, Mattie, Graham, Linda, Ravi, Morgan, Jonathan, Nick, and Alicia. We will miss you!!!
The Q

You only get one shot, do not miss your chance to blow. This opportunity comes once in a lifetime.

Let’s say, just hypothetically, that you’ve been suffering all semester in a class you cannot stand. Like, you’ve described being in this class feeling like “your eyes were about to roll out of your skull.” You’re not sure your professor has ever done the reading for the class. He asks questions like, “What is the argument in this book?” and scribbles down your responses furiously when you answer. You imagine him going home to his wife after class and saying, “Honey! I finally figured out what this book is about! You’ll never believe it!” You have no idea what grade will greet you on your online student record when you check it at midnight the day they release grades, since you’ve received zero feedback on your assignments. Now remember, this is all hypothetical.

The Q is your one chance to let it all out there on the page, and you don’t even know where to begin. The tables are turned, and frankly, the possibilities are paralyzing. Here are some Q Guide dos and don’ts.

Do:
- Be honest. Great power, great responsibility, you know the rest.
- Write feedback in the section that ultimately gets shared with students. This is the single most useful part of the Q.

Don’t:
- Fall to the temptation to be vindictive. Your professor’s been reading your writing all semester, maybe I’m just being paranoid but I feel like they’ll know it’s you.
- Half-ass it, just clicking through so you can finish and be able to see your grades. Help a sister out and spend the five minutes it takes to actually evaluate your classes.

---

Year in Review

- Winter felt long, amirite?
- I learned what “surfboard” means
- I legitimately cannot think of another thing to write here

$eñiOr $aLe!!!

One pad, like new, still in packaging. $1 OBO.

That’s it, guys! Thanks for reading this rag every week. It’s been an absolute joy writing it.

Special thanks to: C-dawg, for putting up with my sh*t; roommates, for putting up with our sh*t; Mather tutors, Luke, and Dr. Mike and Christie, for the support and for making our house a home; Mather HoCo, for putting up with our sh*t; mom and dad, for putting up with our sh*t; Tan man, for putting up with my sh*t; the internet, for entertainment and inspiration; Drew Gilpin Faust, for her steadfast leadership.

Congratulations, seniors. Good luck with life.

Catch you on the flippity flop.